Job details
Date posted
09 Dec 2021

Experienced CRA II or Senior CRA
Hays • Melbourne CBD VIC

Expiring date
09 Dec 2022
Category
Science, Technology &
Environment

Base pay

Work type

Contract type

$105,000 - $140,000

Permanent

Not provided

Occupation
Clinical Research
Base pay
$105,000 - $140,000
Work type
Permanent

Full job description
Your new company
Join a growing CRO at a point of business expansion. Due to growth in their
study portfolios a vacancy had become available for an experienced (Senior)
CRA to join the supportive team, home- based anywhere in Australia. This
CRO has a reach across the globe and a high staff retention. They develop
their staff and promote internally, recognising opportunities for career
development and growth. Partnering with niche biotechnology companies and
pharmaceutical sponsor organisations, this company provides the opportunity
to gain exposure to a variety of cutting- edge research across a broad range of
indications and study phases.
Your new role
In your new role you will be responsible for all study monitoring activities from
pre-study to close out of clinical trials. While undertaking site management
responsibilities, you will ensure the protection of study patients while motivating
the team to reach a successful outcome. You will be required to travel within
the state and occasionally interstate. You will be responsible for the site visits,
ensuring trial data is accurate, complete & in accordance with the ICH/GCP
guidelines. In a senior role you will be responsible to mentor and train junior
CRAs.
What you'll need to succeed
A minimum level Bachelor's Degree in Life Science or a related
discipline
At least 2-3 years of independent monitoring experience as a CRA,
ideally within a CRO environment
Exceptional communication and time management skills meeting all

Job mode
Standard/Business Hours

deadlines
Strong understanding of the clinical trials process, ICH Guidelines/SAE
reporting, and regulatory requirements
Full working rights in Australia
What you'll get in return
Small company feel in an international CRO
Continuous support in a close-knit environment
Broaden your expertise and work on speciality studies
No minimum days on site per month required
Competitive salary
Excellent company culture
Experienced and supportive management
What you need to do now
If you're interested in this role, click 'apply now' to forward an up-to-date copy
of your CV to Krisztina Auth, or call me now on +61390952262.
If this job isn't quite right for you but you are an experienced Clinical Research
professional looking for a new challenge, please contact me for a confidential
discussion on your career.
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